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Abstract
Interpretability of machine learning models has gained
more and more attention among researchers in the ar-
tificial intelligence (AI) and human-computer interaction
(HCI) communities. Most existing work focuses on deci-
sion making, whereas we consider knowledge discovery.
In particular, we focus on evaluating AI-discovered knowl-
edge/rules in the arts and humanities. From a specific
scenario, we present an experimental procedure to col-
lect and assess human-generated verbal interpretations of
AI-generated music theory/rules rendered as sophisticated
symbolic/numeric objects. Our goal is to reveal both the
possibilities and the challenges in such a process of decod-
ing expressive messages from AI sources. We treat this as
a first step towards 1) better design of AI representations
that are human interpretable and 2) a general methodol-
ogy to evaluate interpretability of AI-discovered knowledge
representations.
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Introduction
Machine-learning (ML) and data-driven models in general
have achieved tremendous success in recent decades. Yet,
their interpretability does not scale with their superior pow-
ers in learning complex patterns and fast-growing accuracy
in prediction [1,3]. In fact, some even argue there is a trade
off between model performance and interpretability [2]. As
a result, many ML models—especially powerful deep neu-
ral networks—are often branded as black boxes, and there
has been a growing demand from both the ML and the HCI
community pressing for interpretable ML that are sensible
to people.
Figure 1: The MUS-ROVER web
application: an automatic music
theorist and pedagogue that offers
people rules on music composition.
The term interpretability has not yet been precisely defined
in any rigorous sense [1, 4], even though scholars have re-
cruited widely shared intuition to suggest several broad,
possible meanings. Some works attempt to define ML in-
terpretability or ML explainability in general, while others list
criteria for an AI system to be considered interpretable, and
still others propose forms, methods, or metrics to demon-
strate interpretability from a certain perspective (e.g. visual-
ization, mathematical equations, representative examples).
Nevertheless, there remains a long way to go to reach for-
mal sufficient and necessary conditions for interpretability.
Researchers also argue that interpretability should be de-
fined separately in different contexts, e.g. the interpretability
of what (e.g. model output or the model itself) and inter-
pretable to whom (e.g. model developers, domain experts,
or the general crowd). Further, most existing work on ML
interpretability has focused on decisions, rather than com-
plicated, discovered knowledge as here.
In this paper, we present an experimental procedure to
evaluate interpretability of the output of an AI system that
discovers knowledge. The system, called MUS-ROVER, is
a data-driven model we developed to learn music compo-
sition rules and concepts (output) from sheet music (input).
We designed an experiment to collect and assess human
written interpretations of AI-generated music rules in order
to assess how interpretable the rules themselves are to hu-
mans. One main challenge here is that our collected human
interpretations are verbal (like comments) instead of numer-
ical (like ratings) or symbolic (like answers from multiple-
choice questions). Our experiment is specifically designed
for our Music AI project, and it focuses on only interpretabil-
ity of the model output. It does not test the interpretability of
the model itself, nor does it test performance of the model
output (e.g. rule expressiveness). However, from this case
study, we aim to take a first step towards a systematic and
commonly-accepted procedure that can be broadly applied
to ML models in various topic domains, especially when
human feedback is in free form text.
MUS-ROVER: the AI System Overview
MUS-ROVER is a self-rule-learning system that learns mu-
sic composition rules from sheet music (Figure 1). It plays
the role of both an automatic music theorist and an auto-
matic music pedagogue, but not an automatic composer.
It does not output music, but instead rules to teach people
music composition in a given style.
Every rule is formulated as a histogram, tracing an empiri-
cal probability distribution that abstractly represents musical
chords. An n-note chord is mathematically represented by
an n-dimensional vector of MIDI numbers, with each di-
mension denoting a voice (e.g. soprano, bass). An abstrac-
tion of chords is mathematically represented by an equiv-
alence relation on the chord space (e.g. identifying chords
(C,E,G) and (F,A,C) as equivalent by the fact that they are
both major triads). Here, we focus on feature-induced ab-
stractions, meaning every equivalence relation is induced
from a feature function that maps equivalent chords to the
same feature value. So, given a feature function, a rule is a
histogram of all possible feature values. In short, there are
two pieces of information: feature and probability.
Figure 2: Example of a rule from
MUS-ROVER. The four dimensions
correspond to four human vocal
voices: 1-soprano, 2-alto, 3-tenor,
4-bass. The window function
extracts all four dimensions (i.e. an
identity function); the basis feature
function is the so-called order
function that represents a
better-designed argsort function to
handle ties (=) and incomparability
(!) in the presence of a music rest.
Possible feature values are listed
as y-labels in the histogram. There
is a dominating probability peak
located at feature value
4 < 3 < 2 < 1. This rule
describes the relative highness
among the four voices, and the
histogram shows that a higher
voice almost always sings a higher
music pitch.
Both the feature and the distribution of a rule have another
layer of complexity. First, every feature function is system-
atically generated as the composition of a window function
followed by one or more basis feature functions. The win-
dow function selects a subset of dimensions out of a chord
vector (i.e. selecting musical voices), and each basis fea-
ture function is a simple arithmetic operator (e.g. subtrac-
tion, sort, modulo). Second, every probability distribution
comes from a family of n-gram probability distributions. For
example, a 1-gram probability distribution is an uncondi-
tional probability distribution, and a k-gram (for k > 1)
probability distribution is a conditional probability distribution
conditioned on the feature values of the previous (k − 1)
chords. To summarize, for one to interpret a rule, (s)he is
expected to assemble the following information:
• feature: window and basis feature(s);
• probability: probability measure and conditional(s).
Figure 2 provides an example of a rule and one way of in-
terpreting it reminiscent of avoiding voice crossing.
Experiment
Here we detail our designed experiment, the goal of which
is to test to what degree our AI-generated rules are inter-
pretable. We target people who have entry-level math and
music theory knowledge; i.e. by interpretability we mean in-
terpretable to them. The whole experimental procedure is
divided into two phases: 1) collecting human interpretations
of the rules generated by MUS-ROVER and 2) assessing
collected human interpretations to further evaluate the inter-
pretability of AI-generated rules.
Collect Human Interpretations
The experiment was conducted in the form of a two-week
written homework assignment for 23 students. Students
came from the CS+Music degree program recently launched
at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Entry-
level knowledge of computer science, related math, and
music theory is assumed from every student. However, all
students are new to the MUS-ROVER system, and none
has read any rules from MUS-ROVER before.
The homework contained three parts. Part I includes de-
tailed instructions on the format of the rules including both
feature-related and probability-related instructions respec-
tively. More specifically, we provide verbal definition, math-
ematical representation, and typical examples for each of
the following terms: chord, window, basis feature, feature,
rule, n-gram, histogram, data set. A faithful understanding
of these eight terms is the only prerequisite to complete
the homework. The estimated reading time of instructions
is about an hour. Once this self-pretraining phase is com-
pleted, the students are ready to go to the second and third
parts—the main body of the homework.
Part II contains 11 1-gram rules—a histogram specified by
window and basis feature(s); Part III contains 14 2-gram
rules—a histogram now specified by window, basis fea-
ture(s), and a conditional. We asked the students to freely
write what they see in each of the histograms guided by the
following two questions: 1) does the histogram agree/disagree
with any of the music concepts/rules you know (write done
the music concepts/rules in music-theoretic terms)? 2)
does the histogram suggest something new (i.e. neither
an agreement nor a disagreement, with no clear connection
to any known knowledge)? Answers to each of the 25 rules
comes in the form of text (essay style), containing word de-
scriptions that “decode” the histogram—a symbolic and
pictorial encoding. Students were explicitly instructed that
writing out a description that involves a literal repetition of
the histogram (e.g. taking a modulo 12 of a chord results in
a 90% chance of being (0, 0, 4, 7)) is not acceptable: they
must reveal the music behind the math. In fact, we only
want qualitative descriptions. Students were specifically told
(in the instructions) to only pay attention to relative values
of the probabilities whose exact numbers are unimportant
(e.g. what are most likely, what is more likely, and/or what
are almost impossible).
Score Range # of Students
50 3
[40,50) 7
[30,40) 2
[20,30) 4
[10,20) 1
[0,10) 1
0 5
Table 1: Students’ final scores. This homework was due two weeks after initially released.
During the two-week period, we asked students to complete
it independently (e.g. no group studies or office hours).
Assess Human Interpretations
The homework was designed in a way such that every his-
togram rule encodes at least one music concept/rule con-
sistent with standard music theory. In addition, every his-
togram contains either one additional known music rule or
something strange that conflicts with a known rule or rep-
resents something new. We assigned two points per rule.
Further, we made an initial rubric containing the (authorita-
tive) music keywords used to describe every rule histogram.
Because students’ answers arrived in the form of qualitative
text, to ensure credibility and fairness of the initial rubric,
we held a discussion session at a regular lecture time (80
minutes) with all students as well as the teaching staff. Dur-
ing the discussion session, we went over all 25 rules one
by one. For each, we first announced the keywords in the
initial rubric and explained to the students that these key-
words would later be used to grade their homework. How-
ever, in the discussion session, every student was encour-
aged to object to any of our announced keywords and/or
to propose new keywords accompanied with a convincing
explanation. New/modified keywords that were commonly
agreed upon were added/updated to the initial rubric. By
the end of discussion session, we compiled a more inclu-
sive rubric containing broadly accepted keywords. This
rubric-generating process was transparent to all the stu-
dents.
In the final step, we manually graded every student’s an-
swer sheet against keywords in the rubric and computed
their scores. A summary of the students’ performances is
presented in Table 1. Except for cases where the student
did not do the homework, a major source of score deduc-
tion was from misunderstanding the n-gram (e.g. the proba-
bility of the current chord conditioned on the previous chord
was mistakenly interpreted as the probability of the previous
chord conditioned on the current one). This is largely due
to unfamiliarity with the n-gram models for new CS+Music
students. Nevertheless, the majority of the students who did
the homework succeeded in interpreting the rules gener-
ated from an AI system, which in turn provides evidence on
the interpretability of AI output itself.
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